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11/24/69 

r. Thomas J. Kelley 
Assistant Director 
U.S. Secret Service 
-4ashineton, D.C. 20226 

Dear r. Kelley, 

Dr. Rhoads lies for.erded your letter of the 3rd end its enclosures. 

:lthough this is in sharp contradiction 	the existing record, I do os
eure you 

I welcome this, am grateful for it end want very much to believe it mar
ks a 

shift to e new and proper policy. I hope you All reviee the earlier file end 

correct any other errors. 

dsome questions remain. I write in an effort to gat tree answers. 

You say "we do not gave" copies: of the two receipts of 11/22/63 

(one mey be 11/23/63) for the sheet, dropes end sdroud end for the phot
ographic 

materiels. 1  believe these papers were directed to you. Can you obtain copies 

for me from whomever you gave them to, er can you direct me to them? The
se 

receipts certainly must exist within the government. _ 

Part of the certificate of death is illegible. Are the words after 

"immediate cause" "Gu.shot of Brain"? After 22e, what is the signature? 

Rather than - "letter" from Captain Stover "concernine- lows and 

regulations regarding the confid ntiel nature of the events" there is an 

unaddressed memorandum from him which deals with neither. I con understa
nd 

that under the circumstances the language may hove been imprecise, but I em 

asking is this memo the letter referred to or is there something else? 

The _1rchives caAnot identify for me the "miseib" for Which the FBI 

agents signed a receipt. They suggest CE843, welch is not a single object but 

seems to be not fewer than three tiny fra,-Jments the largest of which would 

hardly be celled a "miestle". Yet tear- is the receipt for but one object. Can 

you identify this "missie" for me in the evieence end do you know of any
 other 

simile: receipts, incluuin• for vest the 1968 penal report describes as a 

"rectangular structure"? 

The 11/23/63 letter to Admirel Burkley from Dr. :leap Clark was 

removed by the Warren Commizsion .hen it published the accompenying "su
m"BrY". 

gem you tell me why, if you know, and the source of whet wee substituted in the 

Report and in Exhibit 392? 	this done before the document reached the Com- 

mission, if you know? 

Ex' sting 	 accounts of the photogr:phic materials ere inconsist- 

ent and contradictory. This is one e:' tee reaeons I seek the receipt for them. Lev 

you env Het or tThel - eine ef t'e.1 nu cAi 7,eu ecount for tee reported damoges'r 


